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ライドシェアへの期待：
• 移動需要を満⾜させるために必要な⾞両台数の減少
• 駐⾞場不⾜／駐⾞料⾦の値上がりの抑制
Þ都市部における渋滞の緩和
※ 2011年時点においては，あらゆる渋滞対策も適わず経済的影響は拡⼤す
るとの⾒⽴て(in the foreseeable future)

背景 1

rider 側の柔軟性を活かした meeting points の導⼊

ライドシェアの課題： driver の旅程・スケジュールの強い制約

純粋なライドシェアサービス <-> Uber (事実上のタクシー)
Uberの⽅がドライバーが柔軟でサービス⽔準は⾼いが，
コストもその分⾼く，必ずしも渋滞を減らす⽅向には向かわない．

マッチング効率改善に向けての提案：



既往研究 2

乗客側のフレキシビリティを活かしたシステムの設計：meeting points

システムの動学性(ここではICTの発達によるオンデマンド性を指す)と，
rider, driver の⼈数(single / multiple)によって特徴づけられる．

Agatz et al.(2012), Furuhata et al.(2013)ライドシェアシステムのレビュー

Agatz et al.(2011)システムへのParticipationの重要性

single rider / single driver のシステムについて，その安定性に単位⾯積あ
たりの participants の数が⼤きく影響することを⽰す．

関⼼:どのように乗客の数を増やすことができるか？
・少数の専⽤ドライバーの導⼊
・乗客が複数ドライバー間を経由する: “multi-hop ride sharing”
・ドライバーに “reasonable” な迂回を認めるように条件を緩和

Lee & Savelsbergh(2014)

Herbawi & Weber(2011)

Drews & Luxen(2013)

ドライバー間のインターバルの待ち時間や，乗継のドライバーが来ないリスクは，
サービスとして乗客側にとっては受け⼊れ難い



既往研究：meeting points の嚆⽮？ 3

Kaan & Olinick.(2013)pickup locations の設定

van pooling で P&R 施設: pickup location から
最終⽬的地まで共通で通勤するという設定でシェアライドを扱った

pickup location までは⾞移動が前提である．
drop-off locationが，最終⽬的地が共通かつ唯⼀であるため存在しない．

参考：バスルートの設定におけるバス停配置問題
バス停の設置場所計画まで⾔及しているバスルート⽣成の⽂献は少ないが，問題の性質としては
変わらず．相互依存問題を解く必要がある．

これを扱ったものとしては，Riera-Ledesma & Salazar-Gonzalez(2013)がある

Aissat & Oulamara(2013)マッチング成⽴後の pickup locations の設定

マッチングが成⽴したのちに最適な meeting points(pickup/drop-offいずれも)を決定

乗客のもともとのO, Dと meeting points の間の近接性の条件が無い．
したがって，乗客の meeting points に関するアクセス・イグレス⼿段を無視．



ライドシェアの状況設定 4

n meeting points を pick-up と drop-off のための２点で構成．
n meeting points への乗客のアクセス・イグレスは徒歩を想定．
n 乗客・ドライバーいずれもが，出発地・⽬的地と，出発・到着に
関する時間制約: Time window をシステムに表明．
＋乗客側は，許容可能な徒歩移動の距離も表明．
＋ドライバー側は，許容可能な総⾛⾏時間と⾞両容量はシステムが把握．

n 1 ⼈のドライバーに対し，⾞両容量を超えない限りの複数の乗客
がマッチングされる．
利⽤者が複数の場合，安⼼感やコミュニティの醸成にも寄与しうる．

n 1 回のライドシェアトリップ当り乗⾞/降⾞は 1 回のみ認める．
システムの実⾏可能性と，ドライバー側の不便の最⼩化のため．

n 総⾛⾏距離を最⼩化する問題として考える.

本論⽂が想定するライドシェアの設定



meeting points によるメリット 5

• ⾞両総⾛⾏時間 𝑻の減少

Origin Destination

d: driver

r: rider

meeting points

所要時間

d, r がそれぞれ⾃家⽤⾞で移動
d が r を⾃家⽤⾞で直接送迎
d が r をmeeting points 間で送迎

𝑇 = 15 + 15 = 30
𝑇 = (3 + 15 + 3) + 0 = 21
𝑻 = (𝟐. 𝟓 + 𝟏𝟒 + 𝟐. 𝟓) + 𝟎 = 𝟏𝟗
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Fig. 1. Feasible match because of meeting points.

overview). In this paper, we focus on systems that offer automated matching of drivers and riders within an urban area. An
example of a provider offering such a service is Flinc (https://flinc.org). The service provider is receiving a large number of ride-
share offers and requests from its users. Riders looking for ride-share opportunities need to be matched with drivers that are
offering rides and the resulting trips need to be scheduled. Time windows and other restriction imposed by the system or the
users need to be respected.

In ride-sharing, each driver has a specific itinerary and is willing to pick-up and drop-off riders en route. To accommodate
the riders, the driver has to make a detour and make extra stops. The length of the detour and the number of extra stops depend
on the driver’s willingness to extend his trip time. This distinguishes genuine ride-sharing from services in which the drivers
act as de facto taxicab drivers, e.g., Uber (https://www.uber.com). The level of service in such systems may be higher due to the
flexibility of the drivers, but this comes at a higher cost to the rider compared to genuine ride-sharing. With the exception of
shared taxi services, such services also do not necessarily reduce congestion.

Limited flexibility in drivers’ itineraries and schedules is a major challenge in ride-sharing. It may result in many drivers
and riders not finding a match. In the simulations performed by Agatz et al. (2011), approximately 15–40% of riders and drivers
remained unmatched (depending on the setting of the simulation). The simulations also showed that the ratio of matched partic-
ipants predominantly depends on the distribution density of announced trips in space and time. Settings with very low density
(e.g., recently launched ride-sharing services, off-peak hours, rural areas) suffer from the so-called chicken-and-egg problem
(Furuhata et al., 2013), where demand for trips is not sufficient to attract sufficient supply and vice-versa. Such a situation may
lead to stagnation or implosion in the number of users. To overcome such a situation the ride-sharing system has to be de-
signed well and must employ an effective matching algorithm, so as to ensure that the largest possible number of participants is
matched and the system has satisfied users. Only users that have been successfully matched and have had a positive experience
can be expected to continue to use the service and promote the ride-sharing service to others. Thus, a high matching rate is a
critical success factor for a ride-sharing service.

That being said, ride-sharing systems also have to minimize the effort and inconvenience for the participants. One way to
achieve this is to restrict the number of riders per trip to at most one rider. In a single rider match, at most one pickup and drop
off take place during a driver’s trip. This minimizes the inconvenience of the driver and also makes it easy to divide the trip costs
between rider and driver.

In this paper, we investigate benefits of introducing meeting points to take advantage of any flexibility on the part of the
riders. Meeting points allow the construction of routes with smaller detours, while maintaining a satisfactory level of service for
the riders. Riders may be picked up and dropped off at meeting points that are within an acceptable distance from their origin
or destination. (A pick up or drop off can, of course, still take place at the rider’s origin and destination as well.) By exploiting
the rider flexibility, more matches may be found. Furthermore, meeting points allow a driver to be matched with multiple riders
without increasing the number of stops on the driver’s trip.

Consider the example depicted in Fig. 1 with driver d1 and rider r1 and two meeting points m1 and m2, where the number
above an arc represents the time it takes to travel between the nodes, and where the driver is willing to accept an increase in
trip time of at most 5 min. Without the use of meeting points, a match between d1 and r1 is not feasible because the required
increase in trip time (6 min) exceeds the driver’s limit. If, however, the rider is willing to walk 5 min to and from a meeting point,
a feasible match between d1 and r1 is possible, because d1 has to make a smaller detour. (The rider’s trip will be 9 min longer
than if he drove by himself, but he will loose no time finding a parking space and he will not be using his own car.)

Note that the savings in driving distance in the example above is about 37% (where the savings in driving distance is obtained
by comparing the driving distance when both participants drive by themselves to the driving distance when they are matched,
i.e., 30 versus 19 in the example above). It is customary to consider a match distance feasible if there is a positive driving distance
savings and also to measure the value or benefit of a match by the driving distance savings. Capturing the value of a match in
this way may not be perfect, but it is pragmatic. Not all riders for which no match can be found will drive themselves. Some may
ask a friend to drive them or use public transportation; others may not undertake the planned trip at all. Ride-sharing has the
potential to provide increased mobility to those that do not own their own vehicle, but it is hard to capture and quantify this
benefit. Therefore, we, as has been done in previous studies, focus on driving distance savings.
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meeting points によるメリット 6

• 複数乗客 (Multiple riders) の社会的効率性38 M. Stiglic et al. / Transportation Research Part B 82 (2015) 36–53
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Fig. 2. Multi-rider match because of meeting points.

Meeting points can also result in more matches because they allow a driver to be matched with multiple riders without extra
stops. Consider the example depicted in Fig. 2 with driver d1 and riders r1 and r2 and two meeting points m1 and m2, where the
number above an arc represents the distance between the nodes. (As before, the dashed lines represent walking of riders to and
from meeting points.) None of the matches between d1 and r1 and d1 and r2 (with or without a pickup at m1 and/or a drop-off
at m2) leads to positive savings in driving distance. However, a multi-rider match between driver d1 and riders r1 and r2 (with a
pickup at m1 and a drop-off at m2) does lead to positive driving distance savings (15 versus 13).

In the setting we consider in this paper, a driver can be matched with multiple riders, as long as the capacity of his vehicle
is not exceeded, and the riders are picked up at the same meeting point at the same time and dropped off at the same meeting
point (at the same time). Allowing only one pickup and one drop-off point per shared ride ensures that the trips are easy to
execute and minimize the inconvenience for the driver; additional stops and detours increase the inconvenience for participants
and the risk of complications arising during execution. Multi-rider matches may have other, harder to quantify, benefits: waiting
for a ride and sharing a ride as a group may increase the feeling of safety and social cohesion and might thereby improve the
image of ride-sharing.

The viability of introducing meeting points in a ride-sharing system may depend on a variety of circumstances, e.g., the avail-
ability of safe locations for meeting points, the prevailing weather conditions, and the cultural attitudes towards transportation.
In many suburban areas in the U.S., for example, it may be difficult to find safe locations within easy walking distance from a
person’s home. In regions where adverse weather conditions occur frequently, the prospect of having to wait outside for a pickup
may not be appealing. In places where people are used to live and commute in climate controlled environments, it may be difficult
to overcome initial reluctance towards walking to meeting points. However, meeting points are already an integral component
of some existing ride-sharing systems, e.g., slugging or casual carpooling, where passengers form (slug) lines at specific locations
and wait for rides (the incentive to pick up riders is typically that it allows drivers to use faster HOV lanes and/or share the cost
of tolls), and long-distance ride-sharing, which tends to be scheduled in advance and has less restrictive requirements regarding
meeting place and time. The locations that can be used for meeting points varies by region or country. For instance, in Slovenia,
bus stops and gas stations are commonly used as meeting points. However, the use of bus stops may be perceived as unsafe and
inappropriate in many parts of the US (or may even be illegal). It is conceivable that neighborhood pools, fast food restaurants,
or coffee shops can act as meeting points in the US. Park and ride facilities and entrances to well-known institutions/buildings
are additional options.

In this paper, we discuss the design and implementation of an algorithm that optimally matches drivers and riders (based
on an extension of the traditional bipartite matching formulation) in large-scale ride-sharing systems with meeting points. We
perform an extensive simulation study (based on real-world traffic patterns) to assess the benefits of meeting points. The results
demonstrate that meeting points can significantly increase the number of matched participants as well as the system-wide
driving distance savings.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of related literature and explain how we build upon
it. In Section 3, we introduce notation and a mathematical model of the ride-share optimization problem with meeting points.
In Section 4, we detail the solution approach we have developed for this optimization problem. In Section 5, we motivate and
discuss the simulation study we have conducted and we present and analyze its results. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize the
key findings and suggest directions for future research.

2. Literature

Ride-sharing is receiving more and more attention from the transportation optimization community. Agatz et al. (2012) and
Furuhata et al. (2013) provide an overview and different classifications of the various types of ride-sharing systems encountered
in practice. Important dimensions include the dynamics of the system and the number of riders and drivers that are involved in a
ride-share match. The advance of internet-enabled mobile technology makes it possible to consider more dynamic ride-sharing
systems in which riders and drivers announce non-recurring trips on short notice (Agatz et al., 2011; Amey, 2011). In traditional
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d1 - r1, d1 - r2 のいずれの組も総⾛⾏時間を減少させはしない

① d1, r1 がそれぞれ⾃家⽤⾞で移動
② d1 が r1 を⾃家⽤⾞で直接送迎
③ d1 が r1 をmeeting points 間で送迎

𝑇! = 5 + 5 = 10
𝑇" = (3 + 5 + 3) + 0 = 11
𝑇# = (4 + 5 + 4) + 0 = 13

乗客が唯⼀ r1 のみの時について) ※唯⼀ r2 のみの時については 𝑇!はさらに増⼤

：最⼩
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• 複数乗客 (Multiple riders) の社会的効率性

r1, r2 の両⽅を乗客として認めることではじめて，総⾛⾏時間が減少

① d1, r1, r2 がそれぞれ⾃家⽤⾞で移動
③ d1 が r1, r2 をmeeting points 間で送迎

𝑇! = 5 + 5 + 5 = 15 < 13
𝑇# = 4 + 5 + 4 + 0 + 0 = 13

r1, r2 の両⽅が乗客になる場合)

38 M. Stiglic et al. / Transportation Research Part B 82 (2015) 36–53
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Meeting points can also result in more matches because they allow a driver to be matched with multiple riders without extra
stops. Consider the example depicted in Fig. 2 with driver d1 and riders r1 and r2 and two meeting points m1 and m2, where the
number above an arc represents the distance between the nodes. (As before, the dashed lines represent walking of riders to and
from meeting points.) None of the matches between d1 and r1 and d1 and r2 (with or without a pickup at m1 and/or a drop-off
at m2) leads to positive savings in driving distance. However, a multi-rider match between driver d1 and riders r1 and r2 (with a
pickup at m1 and a drop-off at m2) does lead to positive driving distance savings (15 versus 13).

In the setting we consider in this paper, a driver can be matched with multiple riders, as long as the capacity of his vehicle
is not exceeded, and the riders are picked up at the same meeting point at the same time and dropped off at the same meeting
point (at the same time). Allowing only one pickup and one drop-off point per shared ride ensures that the trips are easy to
execute and minimize the inconvenience for the driver; additional stops and detours increase the inconvenience for participants
and the risk of complications arising during execution. Multi-rider matches may have other, harder to quantify, benefits: waiting
for a ride and sharing a ride as a group may increase the feeling of safety and social cohesion and might thereby improve the
image of ride-sharing.

The viability of introducing meeting points in a ride-sharing system may depend on a variety of circumstances, e.g., the avail-
ability of safe locations for meeting points, the prevailing weather conditions, and the cultural attitudes towards transportation.
In many suburban areas in the U.S., for example, it may be difficult to find safe locations within easy walking distance from a
person’s home. In regions where adverse weather conditions occur frequently, the prospect of having to wait outside for a pickup
may not be appealing. In places where people are used to live and commute in climate controlled environments, it may be difficult
to overcome initial reluctance towards walking to meeting points. However, meeting points are already an integral component
of some existing ride-sharing systems, e.g., slugging or casual carpooling, where passengers form (slug) lines at specific locations
and wait for rides (the incentive to pick up riders is typically that it allows drivers to use faster HOV lanes and/or share the cost
of tolls), and long-distance ride-sharing, which tends to be scheduled in advance and has less restrictive requirements regarding
meeting place and time. The locations that can be used for meeting points varies by region or country. For instance, in Slovenia,
bus stops and gas stations are commonly used as meeting points. However, the use of bus stops may be perceived as unsafe and
inappropriate in many parts of the US (or may even be illegal). It is conceivable that neighborhood pools, fast food restaurants,
or coffee shops can act as meeting points in the US. Park and ride facilities and entrances to well-known institutions/buildings
are additional options.

In this paper, we discuss the design and implementation of an algorithm that optimally matches drivers and riders (based
on an extension of the traditional bipartite matching formulation) in large-scale ride-sharing systems with meeting points. We
perform an extensive simulation study (based on real-world traffic patterns) to assess the benefits of meeting points. The results
demonstrate that meeting points can significantly increase the number of matched participants as well as the system-wide
driving distance savings.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview of related literature and explain how we build upon
it. In Section 3, we introduce notation and a mathematical model of the ride-share optimization problem with meeting points.
In Section 4, we detail the solution approach we have developed for this optimization problem. In Section 5, we motivate and
discuss the simulation study we have conducted and we present and analyze its results. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize the
key findings and suggest directions for future research.

2. Literature

Ride-sharing is receiving more and more attention from the transportation optimization community. Agatz et al. (2012) and
Furuhata et al. (2013) provide an overview and different classifications of the various types of ride-sharing systems encountered
in practice. Important dimensions include the dynamics of the system and the number of riders and drivers that are involved in a
ride-share match. The advance of internet-enabled mobile technology makes it possible to consider more dynamic ride-sharing
systems in which riders and drivers announce non-recurring trips on short notice (Agatz et al., 2011; Amey, 2011). In traditional
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meeting points の設定 8

n meeting pointsの実⾏可能性は，社会・⽂化状況により異なる．
ü 安全な場所の確保（⽶国郊外では徒歩圏内に適当な場所がない）
ü 普段の天候（天候が不安定な地域では屋外で待つことが受け⼊れ難い）
ü 交通・移動に対する慣習・態度

n実質的に meeting pointsが機能している社会もある．

meeting pointsの社会受容性

例) slugging/casual carpooling

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d3/Slug_Line.gif

HOV(High Occupancy Vehicle)レーン:
バスなどの乗合形式の⾃動⾞や⾃家⽤⾞でも
複数名乗⾞のクルマを優先的に通す⾞線
の存在により，乗客を乗せる慣習がある．

ü スロベニアにおいてはバス停とガソリンス
タンドが meeting pointsとして使われる

ü U.S.ではneighborhood pool,ファストフー
ド店，コーヒー店など

ü Park-and-Ride 施設やその出⼊⼝
ü よく⾒知られた建物 etc…

n 各地域でのmeeting pointsの候補



扱う問題の定義 9

変数の定義
𝑆 : トリップ表明集合
𝐷 : driverによるトリップ表明集合
𝑅 : riderによるトリップ表明集合
𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, 𝐷 ⊂ 𝑆, 𝑅 ⊂ 𝑆

𝑜! : 出発地
𝑑! : ⽬的地
𝑒! : 最も早い出発時間
𝑙! : 最も遅い到着時間

それぞれの driver 𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 について， 𝑇" : 最⼤トリップ時間, 
𝐶" : ⾞両容量

それぞれの rider 𝑗 ∈ 𝑅 について，

𝑚# : meeting point からの許容歩⾏距離

𝑑"# : 2点 𝑖, 𝑗間の距離
𝑡"# : 2点 𝑖, 𝑗間の所要時間

𝑀#
$ : rider j にとって許容可能な pickup 場所

𝑀#% : rider j にとって許容可能な drop-off 場所

𝑠 = {𝑜$, 𝑑$, 𝑒$, 𝑙$}

𝑴𝒋
𝒑 ≔ 𝒌 ∈ 𝑴 𝒅𝒌𝒐𝒋 ≤ 𝒎𝒋 𝑴𝒋

𝒅 ≔ 𝒌 ∈ 𝑴 𝒅𝒌𝒅𝒋 ≤ 𝒎𝒋

𝑙! − 𝑒! > 𝑡"&#&仮定：

meeting points の定義 𝑀:少なくとも1⼈の乗客によって
移動可能な meeting point の組の集合



meeting point の組 10

𝐴* ≔ 𝑘, 𝑙 𝑘 ∈ 𝑜* ∪𝑀*
+, 𝑙 ∈ 𝑑* ∪𝑀*, ,

meeting point arc a
for each rider 𝑗

乗客 𝑗 は 𝑜! または 𝑀!
" に含まれる meeting point で乗⾞し，𝑑! または 𝑀!# に含まれる meeting point で降⾞する

𝐴 =H
*∈.

𝐴*

match (𝑖, 𝐽, 𝑎)

… pickup point 𝑘 と drop-off point 𝑙 の組

…ドライバー 𝑖，乗客 𝐽，meeting point arc a の組

𝑎 ∈6
#∈,

𝐴#

𝐽 + 1 ≤ 𝐶" 容量制約

実現可能な match (𝑖, 𝐽, 𝑎)について
乗降回数制約

時間制約?

meeting point の組の定義

マッチング状態の定義

総⾛⾏距離制約?



マッチング状態の時間制約 11

match (𝑖, 𝐽, 𝑎) …ドライバー 𝑖，乗客 𝐽，meeting point arc a の組

時間制約について確認するために，
マッチングの参加者 𝑝 (𝑖 𝑜𝑟 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽) について， 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑤 [𝑒$-, 𝑙$-]を導⼊

𝑒+/ = 𝑒+ + 𝑡0"/

𝑙+/ = 𝑙+ − (𝜏/ + 𝑡/1 + 𝜏1 + 𝑡1,")

𝑘に到着した時点での， 𝑝にとっての
・最も早い出発時刻 𝑒$と経路情報から逆算した，最も早い 𝑘への到着時刻 𝑒$-

・最も遅い到着時刻 𝑙$と経路情報から逆算した，最も遅い 𝑘への到着時刻 𝑙$-

実現可能な match (𝑖, 𝐽, 𝑎)について

について， max(max
*∈2

𝑒*/ , 𝑒3/) ≤ min(min
*∈2

𝑙*/ , 𝑙3/)

𝑘以降の経路の最短所要時間 … 𝜏-, 𝜏. : meeting point 𝑘, 𝑙 ∈ 𝑀 におけるサービス時間

𝑡0#/ + 𝜏/ + 𝑡/1 + 𝜏1 + 𝑡1,# ≤ 𝑇3また，ドライバーの総⾛⾏時間から

𝑎 ∈6
#∈,

𝐴#

𝐽 + 1 ≤ 𝐶" 容量制約

乗降回数制約

時間制約?

総⾛⾏距離制約?
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match (𝑖, 𝐽, 𝑎) …ドライバー 𝑖，乗客 𝐽，meeting point arc a の組

𝑎 ∈6
#∈,

𝐴#

𝐽 + 1 ≤ 𝐶" 容量制約

実現可能な match (𝑖, 𝐽, 𝑎)について

乗降回数制約

時間制約
max(max

#∈,
𝑒#-, 𝑒"-) ≤ min(min

#∈,
𝑙#-, 𝑙"-)

𝑡0#/ + 𝜏/ + 𝑡/1 + 𝜏1 + 𝑡1,# ≤ 𝑇3

𝜎 3,2, /,1 = 𝑑0#,# − 𝑑0#/ + 𝑑/1 + 𝑑1,# +R
*∈2

(𝑑0$,$ − (𝑑0$/ + 𝑑1,$))

match (𝑖, 𝐽, 𝑎)の実現による総⾛⾏距離の減少分

⾛⾏距離制約𝜎 ",,, -,. > 0

マッチング状態の定義
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single-driver, multiple-riders マッチングの定式化
「制約条件付きの重みつき最⼤⼆部マッチング問題」として定式化される
…理論的には多項式時間では解けない問題だが現実的な解法が⽤意されている

※総⾛⾏距離の最⼩化はマッチング参加者数の最⼤化を保証しない
M. Stiglic et al. / Transportation Research Part B 82 (2015) 36–53 41

d2 r2

r1,r2

d1 r1
(1,7)

(2,11)

(2,5)

(3,14)

Fig. 4. Bipartite graph with two drivers (d1 and d2) and two riders (r1 and r2).

As in Agatz et al. (2011), we create a node for each driver i ∈ D and each rider j ∈ R and an edge connecting node i and j if
there is a feasible match between driver i and rider j. In addition, we introduce nodes that represent a set of riders J, e.g., a pair of
riders, a triple of riders, etc., and introduce an edge connecting driver i ∈ D and set of riders J, if there is a feasible match between
driver i and the set of riders in J. Each edge e has two weights associated with it: number of participants in the match νe, and
maximum driving distance savings σ e. Note that a particular combination of a driver and a set of riders may have more than
one feasible match because there may exist more than one feasible meeting point arc. However, we are clearly only interested in
the one with the highest driving distance savings. Fig. 4 illustrates the bipartite graph for an example with two drivers and two
riders. The numbers above the edges denote the number of participants in the match and the associated distance savings. In this
example, the match between driver d2 and rider r1 and the match between driver d2 and rider pair (r1, r2) are not feasible. The
optimal solution is to match driver d1 with rider r1 and driver d2 with rider r2 for a total distance savings of 18.

Let E represent the set of all edges in the bipartite graph and let the binary decision variable xe for edge e ∈ E indicate whether
the edge is in an optimal matching (xe = 1) or not (xe = 0). Furthermore, let Ei and Ej represent the set of edges in E associated
with driver i and rider j, respectively. Then, the single driver, multiple riders ride-share matching problem with the objective of
maximizing the number of matched participants can be formulated as the following integer program:

max z1 =
∑

e∈E

νexe (4)

subject to
∑

e∈Ei

xe ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ D, (5)

∑

e∈Ej

xe ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ R, (6)

xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E. (7)

Objective function (4) maximizes the number of matched participants. Constraints (5) and (6) assure that each driver and each
rider is only included in at most one match in an optimal matching, respectively.

To obtain a matching that maximizes the driving distance savings, the objective should be replaced by

max z2 =
∑

e∈E

σexe. (8)

Since both objectives, i.e., maximizing the number of matches and maximizing the driving distance savings, are relevant in
the ride-sharing context, we take both objectives into account in a hierarchical fashion, where we consider z1 as the primary
objective and z2 as the secondary objective. We first solve (4) subject to (5)–(7). Let z∗

1 be the number of matched participants.
We then solve (8) subject to (5)–(7) plus the additional constraint

∑
e∈E νexe ≥ z∗

1. This type of hierarchical approach is known in
the literature as lexicographical goal programming (Ignizio, 1976).

Finally, we observe that it is possible to extend the model with a set of participants with flexible roles F similar to Agatz et al.
(2011). The nodes corresponding to flexible participants may appear on either side of the bipartition, but can never be connected
with an edge. The model can be extended by introducing sets Ef representing edges in E associated with flexible participants and
adding another set of constraints

∑
e∈E f

xe ≤ 1,∀ f ∈ F .

4. Solution approach

When the number of participants and of meeting points is large, it can become computationally prohibitive to determine the
time and cost feasible single matches (especially since multi-rider matches have to be considered as well). Therefore, we have

E (2
.

7 ) では ?

LE
.

E )

e. { 1 (theedgeeis.ptimal )
0 1 NM 。眺 )

最適化問題として 14) で和ゲへの参加人数を最大W
定式化

(5) 16)

☆ dnm.hrともに最大で 1つの マッチゆたか参加できな

☆

E ?

-
達成すべき順序に

fkxibkporticipantswklexicographi.cl gd Programming : 明らかな優先度
の導入 (エッジに接続しない) 多目的最適化問題 見出すことが出来惕3

Bipartite Graph: ⼆部グラフの導⼊
ドライバー 𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 と乗客の組 𝐽 を結ぶエッジ 𝑒 が，
実現可能なマッチングを表す．

定義した条件を満たす複数のマッチングのうち，
総⾛⾏距離減少分の最も⼤きなものが知りたい

(participantの⼈数, 総⾛⾏距離減分)

左図では d1-r1, d2-r2 の2組を作るのが最適
(総⾛⾏距離減分が18となる)

(2,7)では？

(𝜈!, 𝜎!)として定義…
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最適化問題として書き下し
𝐸 : ⼆部グラフにおける全エッジの組
𝜒5 : バイナリ変数

𝜒X = )10
エッジ 𝑒が最適マッチング

エッジ 𝑒が最適マッチングでない

𝐸3 : ドライバー 𝑖に関連するエッジの組
𝐸* : 乗客 𝑗に関連するエッジの組

max 𝑧" =+
!∈$

𝜈!𝜒!

𝑠. 𝑡. M
0∈1'

𝜒0 ≤ 1 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐷

M
0∈1(

𝜒0 ≤ 1 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑅

𝜒0 ∈ 0,1 ∀𝑒 ∈ 𝐸

マッチングへの参加⼈数最⼤化

ドライバー，乗客ともに最⼤で
1 つのマッチングにしか参加できない

𝑒 ∈ 𝐸, 
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辞書式⼆⽬的最適化問題として整理

max 𝑧" =+
!∈$

𝜈!𝜒!

𝑠. 𝑡. M
0∈1'

𝜒0 ≤ 1 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐷

M
0∈1(

𝜒0 ≤ 1 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑅

𝜒0 ∈ 0,1 ∀𝑒 ∈ 𝐸

マッチングへの参加⼈数最⼤化 総⾛⾏距離最⼩化
第⼀⽬的 第⼆⽬的

max 𝑧% =+
!∈$

𝜎!𝜒!

𝑠. 𝑡. M
0∈1'

𝜒0 ≤ 1 ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐷

M
0∈1(

𝜒0 ≤ 1 ∀𝑗 ∈ 𝑅

𝜒0 ∈ 0,1 ∀𝑒 ∈ 𝐸

R
5∈6

𝜈5𝜒5 ≥ 𝑧!∗

:達成すべき順序に明らかな優先度を⾒出すことができる場合に⽤いる⼿法

𝑧2∗ : 第⼀⽬的の最適化問題において
マッチングされた参加者の数
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Flexible roles F を持った participants の導⼊
driver, rider のいずれの集合にも現れる flexible participants を考える．
ただし，決してエッジによって結ばれることのないノードとして定義する．

M. Stiglic et al. / Transportation Research Part B 82 (2015) 36–53 41

d2 r2

r1,r2

d1 r1
(1,7)

(2,11)

(2,5)

(3,14)

Fig. 4. Bipartite graph with two drivers (d1 and d2) and two riders (r1 and r2).

As in Agatz et al. (2011), we create a node for each driver i ∈ D and each rider j ∈ R and an edge connecting node i and j if
there is a feasible match between driver i and rider j. In addition, we introduce nodes that represent a set of riders J, e.g., a pair of
riders, a triple of riders, etc., and introduce an edge connecting driver i ∈ D and set of riders J, if there is a feasible match between
driver i and the set of riders in J. Each edge e has two weights associated with it: number of participants in the match νe, and
maximum driving distance savings σ e. Note that a particular combination of a driver and a set of riders may have more than
one feasible match because there may exist more than one feasible meeting point arc. However, we are clearly only interested in
the one with the highest driving distance savings. Fig. 4 illustrates the bipartite graph for an example with two drivers and two
riders. The numbers above the edges denote the number of participants in the match and the associated distance savings. In this
example, the match between driver d2 and rider r1 and the match between driver d2 and rider pair (r1, r2) are not feasible. The
optimal solution is to match driver d1 with rider r1 and driver d2 with rider r2 for a total distance savings of 18.

Let E represent the set of all edges in the bipartite graph and let the binary decision variable xe for edge e ∈ E indicate whether
the edge is in an optimal matching (xe = 1) or not (xe = 0). Furthermore, let Ei and Ej represent the set of edges in E associated
with driver i and rider j, respectively. Then, the single driver, multiple riders ride-share matching problem with the objective of
maximizing the number of matched participants can be formulated as the following integer program:

max z1 =
∑

e∈E

νexe (4)

subject to
∑

e∈Ei

xe ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ D, (5)

∑

e∈Ej

xe ≤ 1 ∀ j ∈ R, (6)

xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E. (7)

Objective function (4) maximizes the number of matched participants. Constraints (5) and (6) assure that each driver and each
rider is only included in at most one match in an optimal matching, respectively.

To obtain a matching that maximizes the driving distance savings, the objective should be replaced by

max z2 =
∑

e∈E

σexe. (8)

Since both objectives, i.e., maximizing the number of matches and maximizing the driving distance savings, are relevant in
the ride-sharing context, we take both objectives into account in a hierarchical fashion, where we consider z1 as the primary
objective and z2 as the secondary objective. We first solve (4) subject to (5)–(7). Let z∗

1 be the number of matched participants.
We then solve (8) subject to (5)–(7) plus the additional constraint

∑
e∈E νexe ≥ z∗

1. This type of hierarchical approach is known in
the literature as lexicographical goal programming (Ignizio, 1976).

Finally, we observe that it is possible to extend the model with a set of participants with flexible roles F similar to Agatz et al.
(2011). The nodes corresponding to flexible participants may appear on either side of the bipartition, but can never be connected
with an edge. The model can be extended by introducing sets Ef representing edges in E associated with flexible participants and
adding another set of constraints

∑
e∈E f

xe ≤ 1,∀ f ∈ F .

4. Solution approach

When the number of participants and of meeting points is large, it can become computationally prohibitive to determine the
time and cost feasible single matches (especially since multi-rider matches have to be considered as well). Therefore, we have

E (2
.

7 ) では ?

LE
.

E )

e. { 1 (theedgeeis.ptimal )
0 1 NM 。眺 )

最適化問題として 14) で和ゲへの参加人数を最大W
定式化

(5) 16)

☆ dnm.hrともに最大で 1つの マッチゆたか参加できな

☆

E ?

-
達成すべき順序に

fkxibkporticipantswklexicographi.cl gd Programming : 明らかな優先度
の導入 (エッジに接続しない) 多目的最適化問題 見出すことが出来惕3

driver rider

f1
R
5∈6%

𝜒5 ≤ 1 ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝐹

新たな制約条件

（後述：システム評価）
𝑇3 = 𝑡0#,# +min(4 + 𝑐8159 a 𝑡0#,# , 20)
として⾞両⾛⾏時間にflexibilityが導⼊される
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乗客にとってありうる meeting points の探索: k – d tree の導⼊
meeting points の組を k – d tree に収納する．(これによってユークリッ
ド距離での最近傍探索が可能になる．)
乗客 𝑗のそれぞれについて， 𝑜*, 𝑑* から 𝑚* 以内の距離にあるmeeting 
points を効率的に探索する．

時間・費⽤制約の考慮
Observation 1.に基づき，時間・費⽤制約を満たしたマッチングを決定．

Observation 1.
ドライバー 𝑖と， 𝐽 ≥ 2である乗客の組 𝐽 ⊆ 𝑅が時間制約を満たして
マッチングが成⽴するのは，乗客に関する全ての部分集合 𝐽: ⊆ 𝐽と時間
制約を満たしてマッチングが成⽴する場合に限る．

ここで，meeting point arc a は⼀つのマッチングしたトリップについて，乗客数に関わらず唯
⼀に定まるため，距離制約については部分集合を考慮する必要がない．<- meeting points 導⼊
のメリットの⼀つ．
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ドライバーに着⽬した実⾏可能マッチングの逐次列挙
ドライバーを1⼈ずつ考え，時間・費⽤制約を満たすマッチングを全て列
挙する．

計算量 𝑂 𝑛𝑚𝑘
𝑛:ドライバー数，
𝑚: 乗客数，
𝑘: 乗客⼀⼈当たりの meeting point arcs の平均本数

1 ⼈のドライバー 𝑖 について，乗客が 1 ⼈のみのマッチング全てを探索．
次に，乗客が 2 ⼈のマッチングを全て探索．

これを⾞両容量 𝐶3 に達するまで続ける．

時間・距離制約を満たすマッチングがある場合，
係数 𝜈5 , 𝜎5 をもつエッジ 𝑒をライドシェアマッチング問題に加える．
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実⾏可能マッチングの存在判定⼿法
乗客とドライバーの Time window について，最低要求重複時間
(minimum required overlap in the time window)を考慮する．

乗客とドライバーの Time window ，また，それぞれのODの位置を利⽤
して，meeting point arcs を明⽰的に扱わずに実⾏可能マッチングの存在
の判定を⾏う⼿法を提案．

• 乗客が，その許容徒歩圏内の境界上において乗降するという前提の元で，
ドライバーにとっての 𝒊𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒊𝒆𝒅 𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆 𝒘𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒐𝒘 [𝒆𝒑𝒌, 𝒍𝒑𝒌]を計算．

• 乗客が，その許容徒歩圏内の境界上まで⾃動⾞と同等の速度で移動する
という仮定を置く．

• その仮定のシナリオであってもマッチングされないのであれば，
徒歩移動によっては実⾏可能なマッチングがないことになる．
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実⾏可能マッチングの存在判定⼿法
𝑡#456 : 𝑑#456 を⾞両で移動する際の所要時間

M. Stiglic et al. / Transportation Research Part B 82 (2015) 36–53 43
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Fig. 5. Detecting infeasibility of a match between driver i and rider j without considering meeting point arcs.

Only when the two checks above indicate that there may be a feasible match between a driver i and a rider j, we examine the
matches of driver i and rider j for each meeting point arc (k, l) where k ∈ Mp

j
and l ∈ Md

j
. If a time and distance feasible match is

found, an edge e is added to the ride-share matching problem with associated coefficients σ e and νe.
The last refinement is based on the following observation.

Observation 2. A match between a driver and a set of riders can only be feasible if the driver and the riders have at least one
meeting point arc in common.

In the basic algorithm, we store, for each feasible match of k riders, all time feasible meeting point arcs, i.e., not only the
time feasible meeting point arc that resulted in the maximum driving distance savings. These meeting points arcs are used to
construct matches with k + 1 riders. Observation 2 shows that only meeting point arcs that are time feasible for at least k + 1
riders are relevant. Hence, to construct matches with k + 1 riders, we iterate over the meeting point arcs with feasible matches
involving k riders, rather than over the feasible matches with k riders, and construct all feasible matches with k + 1 riders on a
meeting point arc, using the riders that are part of k-rider matches on that particular meeting point arc.

5. A computational study

In this section, we report the results of an extensive computational study conducted to assess the benefits of the introduction
of meeting points in different ride-sharing environments.

5.1. Generation of ride-share data sets

Similar to Agatz et al. (2011), we use the travel demand model for the metropolitan Atlanta region, developed by the Atlanta
Regional Commission, as the basis for generating daily vehicle trips between different travel analysis zones (TAZs) within the
region (the area covered by a TAZ is 4.1 mi2 on average). For a subset of TAZs within the city of Atlanta, 229 to be precise, we
generate five random streams of trips as follows. Each TAZ is a possible origin and a possible destination for a trip, but we do
not consider TAZ pairs with centroids less than 4 mi apart. For each origin-destination pair, we calculate an expected number
of daily trip announcements by multiplying the average number of single-occupancy home-based work vehicle trips with a
fixed percentage of vehicle-trips that we assume might consider participating in a ride-sharing system. Then for each pair, we
determine the number of actual trip announcements using a Poisson random variable with expected value equal to the computed
expected number of trips based on a participation rate of around 5.5%. For each trip announcement, we generate the origin and
destination points within a fixed radius of 1.1 mi around the center of the travel analysis zone based on a uniform distribution.
Each trip announcement is equally likely to be a rider announcement or a driver announcement. For each TAZ, we also randomly
generate 4 meeting points around its center within a fixed radius of 1.1 mi.

Trip timing information is not available from the travel demand model. Therefore, we create the time windows for each
announcement as follows. For each trip, we draw the earliest departure time from a normal distribution with mean 7:30 a.m.
and standard deviation of half an hour to model a typical travel peak and calculate the earliest arrival time by adding the direct
travel time to the earliest departure time. Subsequently, we calculate the latest departure (arrival) time by adding fixed time
flexibility to the earliest departure (arrival) time. We assume the fixed time flexibility to be 30 min for all participants. The
difference between the latest arrival time and earliest departure time is hence equal to the sum of the direct travel time from
origin to destination and the fixed time flexibility. (Note that this means that we are investigating a morning commute.)

The travel distances between all points are computed using the haversine formula (which computes the great circle distance
between two points) with a 30% uplift. To compute travel times, we assume a driving speed of 15 mi/h (we are considering an
urban area). For each driver i ∈ D, we define a limit on the total duration of his trip Ti = toi,di

+ min(4 + c f lex · toi,di
, 20). Coefficient

cflex is the driver flexibility parameter – our assumption about how the willingness of the drivers to make detours depends on
their original trip duration (fixed at 0.25 in base case – see below). The maximum trip duration for driver i is thus defined as his
original trip duration plus an additional time that positively depends on his original trip duration. We assume that each driver
that wishes to participate in ridesharing is always ready to extend his trip by at least 4 min, which is the time associated with
one pick-up and one drop-off operation. We also assume that drivers are not willing to extend their original trips by more than
20 min, irrespective of their original trip length.
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実⾏可能マッチングの存在判定⼿法

𝑙#7 = 𝑙# − 𝑡#456 − 𝑡8(%( − 2𝑡#
456

𝑒#7 = 𝑒# + 𝑡#456

・最も遅い到着時刻 𝑙-から計算した，境界部への最も遅い到着時刻 𝑙-*

・最も早い出発時刻 𝑒-から計算した，境界部への最も早い到着時刻𝑒-*

ドライバー 𝑖 に pickupされるには 𝑒*: と 𝑙*: の間に到着する必要がある

乗客 𝑱について)

𝑡#456 : 𝑑#456 を⾞両で移動する際の所要時間
M. Stiglic et al. / Transportation Research Part B 82 (2015) 36–53 43
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Fig. 5. Detecting infeasibility of a match between driver i and rider j without considering meeting point arcs.

Only when the two checks above indicate that there may be a feasible match between a driver i and a rider j, we examine the
matches of driver i and rider j for each meeting point arc (k, l) where k ∈ Mp

j
and l ∈ Md

j
. If a time and distance feasible match is

found, an edge e is added to the ride-share matching problem with associated coefficients σ e and νe.
The last refinement is based on the following observation.

Observation 2. A match between a driver and a set of riders can only be feasible if the driver and the riders have at least one
meeting point arc in common.

In the basic algorithm, we store, for each feasible match of k riders, all time feasible meeting point arcs, i.e., not only the
time feasible meeting point arc that resulted in the maximum driving distance savings. These meeting points arcs are used to
construct matches with k + 1 riders. Observation 2 shows that only meeting point arcs that are time feasible for at least k + 1
riders are relevant. Hence, to construct matches with k + 1 riders, we iterate over the meeting point arcs with feasible matches
involving k riders, rather than over the feasible matches with k riders, and construct all feasible matches with k + 1 riders on a
meeting point arc, using the riders that are part of k-rider matches on that particular meeting point arc.

5. A computational study

In this section, we report the results of an extensive computational study conducted to assess the benefits of the introduction
of meeting points in different ride-sharing environments.

5.1. Generation of ride-share data sets

Similar to Agatz et al. (2011), we use the travel demand model for the metropolitan Atlanta region, developed by the Atlanta
Regional Commission, as the basis for generating daily vehicle trips between different travel analysis zones (TAZs) within the
region (the area covered by a TAZ is 4.1 mi2 on average). For a subset of TAZs within the city of Atlanta, 229 to be precise, we
generate five random streams of trips as follows. Each TAZ is a possible origin and a possible destination for a trip, but we do
not consider TAZ pairs with centroids less than 4 mi apart. For each origin-destination pair, we calculate an expected number
of daily trip announcements by multiplying the average number of single-occupancy home-based work vehicle trips with a
fixed percentage of vehicle-trips that we assume might consider participating in a ride-sharing system. Then for each pair, we
determine the number of actual trip announcements using a Poisson random variable with expected value equal to the computed
expected number of trips based on a participation rate of around 5.5%. For each trip announcement, we generate the origin and
destination points within a fixed radius of 1.1 mi around the center of the travel analysis zone based on a uniform distribution.
Each trip announcement is equally likely to be a rider announcement or a driver announcement. For each TAZ, we also randomly
generate 4 meeting points around its center within a fixed radius of 1.1 mi.

Trip timing information is not available from the travel demand model. Therefore, we create the time windows for each
announcement as follows. For each trip, we draw the earliest departure time from a normal distribution with mean 7:30 a.m.
and standard deviation of half an hour to model a typical travel peak and calculate the earliest arrival time by adding the direct
travel time to the earliest departure time. Subsequently, we calculate the latest departure (arrival) time by adding fixed time
flexibility to the earliest departure (arrival) time. We assume the fixed time flexibility to be 30 min for all participants. The
difference between the latest arrival time and earliest departure time is hence equal to the sum of the direct travel time from
origin to destination and the fixed time flexibility. (Note that this means that we are investigating a morning commute.)

The travel distances between all points are computed using the haversine formula (which computes the great circle distance
between two points) with a 30% uplift. To compute travel times, we assume a driving speed of 15 mi/h (we are considering an
urban area). For each driver i ∈ D, we define a limit on the total duration of his trip Ti = toi,di

+ min(4 + c f lex · toi,di
, 20). Coefficient

cflex is the driver flexibility parameter – our assumption about how the willingness of the drivers to make detours depends on
their original trip duration (fixed at 0.25 in base case – see below). The maximum trip duration for driver i is thus defined as his
original trip duration plus an additional time that positively depends on his original trip duration. We assume that each driver
that wishes to participate in ridesharing is always ready to extend his trip by at least 4 min, which is the time associated with
one pick-up and one drop-off operation. We also assume that drivers are not willing to extend their original trips by more than
20 min, irrespective of their original trip length.
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Only when the two checks above indicate that there may be a feasible match between a driver i and a rider j, we examine the
matches of driver i and rider j for each meeting point arc (k, l) where k ∈ Mp

j
and l ∈ Md
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. If a time and distance feasible match is

found, an edge e is added to the ride-share matching problem with associated coefficients σ e and νe.
The last refinement is based on the following observation.

Observation 2. A match between a driver and a set of riders can only be feasible if the driver and the riders have at least one
meeting point arc in common.

In the basic algorithm, we store, for each feasible match of k riders, all time feasible meeting point arcs, i.e., not only the
time feasible meeting point arc that resulted in the maximum driving distance savings. These meeting points arcs are used to
construct matches with k + 1 riders. Observation 2 shows that only meeting point arcs that are time feasible for at least k + 1
riders are relevant. Hence, to construct matches with k + 1 riders, we iterate over the meeting point arcs with feasible matches
involving k riders, rather than over the feasible matches with k riders, and construct all feasible matches with k + 1 riders on a
meeting point arc, using the riders that are part of k-rider matches on that particular meeting point arc.

5. A computational study

In this section, we report the results of an extensive computational study conducted to assess the benefits of the introduction
of meeting points in different ride-sharing environments.

5.1. Generation of ride-share data sets

Similar to Agatz et al. (2011), we use the travel demand model for the metropolitan Atlanta region, developed by the Atlanta
Regional Commission, as the basis for generating daily vehicle trips between different travel analysis zones (TAZs) within the
region (the area covered by a TAZ is 4.1 mi2 on average). For a subset of TAZs within the city of Atlanta, 229 to be precise, we
generate five random streams of trips as follows. Each TAZ is a possible origin and a possible destination for a trip, but we do
not consider TAZ pairs with centroids less than 4 mi apart. For each origin-destination pair, we calculate an expected number
of daily trip announcements by multiplying the average number of single-occupancy home-based work vehicle trips with a
fixed percentage of vehicle-trips that we assume might consider participating in a ride-sharing system. Then for each pair, we
determine the number of actual trip announcements using a Poisson random variable with expected value equal to the computed
expected number of trips based on a participation rate of around 5.5%. For each trip announcement, we generate the origin and
destination points within a fixed radius of 1.1 mi around the center of the travel analysis zone based on a uniform distribution.
Each trip announcement is equally likely to be a rider announcement or a driver announcement. For each TAZ, we also randomly
generate 4 meeting points around its center within a fixed radius of 1.1 mi.

Trip timing information is not available from the travel demand model. Therefore, we create the time windows for each
announcement as follows. For each trip, we draw the earliest departure time from a normal distribution with mean 7:30 a.m.
and standard deviation of half an hour to model a typical travel peak and calculate the earliest arrival time by adding the direct
travel time to the earliest departure time. Subsequently, we calculate the latest departure (arrival) time by adding fixed time
flexibility to the earliest departure (arrival) time. We assume the fixed time flexibility to be 30 min for all participants. The
difference between the latest arrival time and earliest departure time is hence equal to the sum of the direct travel time from
origin to destination and the fixed time flexibility. (Note that this means that we are investigating a morning commute.)

The travel distances between all points are computed using the haversine formula (which computes the great circle distance
between two points) with a 30% uplift. To compute travel times, we assume a driving speed of 15 mi/h (we are considering an
urban area). For each driver i ∈ D, we define a limit on the total duration of his trip Ti = toi,di

+ min(4 + c f lex · toi,di
, 20). Coefficient

cflex is the driver flexibility parameter – our assumption about how the willingness of the drivers to make detours depends on
their original trip duration (fixed at 0.25 in base case – see below). The maximum trip duration for driver i is thus defined as his
original trip duration plus an additional time that positively depends on his original trip duration. We assume that each driver
that wishes to participate in ridesharing is always ready to extend his trip by at least 4 min, which is the time associated with
one pick-up and one drop-off operation. We also assume that drivers are not willing to extend their original trips by more than
20 min, irrespective of their original trip length.
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実⾏可能マッチングの存在判定⼿法
精緻化されたアルゴリズムは，以下のObservation 2. に基づく

Observation 2.
1 ⼈のドライバーと，複数の乗客の組の間のマッチングは，ドライバー
と乗客の間に少なくとも 1 つの共通した meeting point arc があるときの
み実⾏可能．

⼀般的な解法）
𝑘 ⼈の乗客との実⾏可能なマッチングについて，すべての meeting point 
arcs を収納したうえで，新たに 𝑘 + 1⼈の場合のマッチングを探索．

本アルゴリズム）
時間制約を満たした 𝑘 ⼈の乗客とのマッチングのみについて， 𝑘 + 1⼈
の場合の meeting point arc に更新可能．
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Table 1

Characteristics of the base case instances.

Trip pattern Suburb to center

Avg. number of participants: 2849.4

Avg. number of drivers: 1425.8

Avg. number of riders: 1423.6

Avg. trip distance for driver: 7.58 mi

Avg. trip distance for rider: 7.64 mi

Avg. trip duration for driver: 30.34 min

Avg. trip duration for rider: 30.56 min

Max. distance to a meeting point: 0.5 mi

Travel (walk) speed to/from meeting point: 4 ft/s

Max. walk time to meeting point: 11 min

Driving speed: 15 mi/h

Rider flexibility parameter: 1.0

Driver flexibility parameter: 0.25

Maximum flexibility of driver: 20 min

Vehicle capacity: 3 seats

We assume a walking speed of 4 ft/s (LaPlante and Kaeser, 2004). The maximum walking distance for the rider to or from a
meeting point is 0.5 mi, which corresponds to 11 min of walking at this speed. In addition, we impose the constraint that the
total walk time cannot exceed the total time in a ride-share trip for a rider. In other words, the time that is spent walking in a
trip must not exceed the time that is spent in the vehicle. This constraint can be manipulated by adjusting the rider flexibility
parameter (assumed 1.0) which is the maximum ratio of the travel time to and from a meeting point to the time spent in the
shared ride. (This additional restriction is enforced when searching for feasible meeting point arcs in the k − d tree for each rider
j ∈ R.)

A rider may be picked up at a meeting point or at his origin and dropped off at a meeting point or at his destination. A match
involving two or more riders always starts and ends at a meeting point. Irrespective of the pickup or drop-off location, we always
assume a service time per stop of 2 min. Each driver has a capacity of 3 spare seats. We limit ourselves to matches with no more
than three riders, since this is the number of free seats in a typical sedan if the driver is driving alone. Also, back benches in most
personal vehicles typically cannot accommodate three adults without compromising comfort.

The characteristics of the base case instances are summarized in Table 1.

5.2. Performance

Both the algorithm for generating feasible matches and the simulation framework are implemented in Python 2.7. CPLEX 12.6
is used for solving matching problems.

The base case instances solve in less than 150 s on a quad-core i5-3360M machine with 4 GB of RAM. CPLEX solves the two
integer programs (recall that we employ hierarchical optimization) in a few seconds in all settings; virtually all the time for these
instances is spent generating feasible matches. Instances with increased rider flexibility (Section 5.5) and increased participant
density (Section 5.6) take more time, up to 10 min in a few cases, because the number of feasible matches increases.

These run times suggest that the algorithm is appropriate for use in practice. The instances used in our computational study
represent trip announcements accumulated over several hours. In practice, in a dynamic setting, instances with a much smaller
set of driver and rider announcements have to be solved at any one time. Furthermore, instead of having to generate a set of
matches from scratch for each optimization, the existing set of matches has to be updated given any new information that has
become available (e.g., matches involving certain riders and drivers have to be deleted and new matches involving riders and
drivers that have just announced their trips have to be generated). This will be a matter of seconds rather than min. Performance
wise, we expect to see similar results in a dynamic setting (albeit somewhat worse). For an environment without meeting points,
Wang et al. (2014) have shown that the gap between a dynamic rolling horizon solution and a static benchmark is quite small. The
gap will likely increase somewhat in an environment with meeting points, because some of the matches have to be committed
to earlier (i.e., at the time that the rider has to start walking towards the meeting point).

5.3. Experiments

The main aim of this research is to analyze and quantify the benefits that meeting points can bring to a ride-sharing system.
The solution approach that has been implemented provides a good basis for this, because it not only provides an optimal set
of matches (for different objectives), but also furnishes the set of all feasible matches. We use the instance data and the set of
feasible matches to compute and evaluate a number of metrics that provide insight into the quality of the optimal matching. In
all the experiments, we either use the base case setting or a setting in which one of the characteristics is changed in order to
assess the sensitivity of an optimal matching to this characteristic.

We evaluate and compare solutions using the following metrics: (1) the matching rate for participants, i.e., the fraction of
participants that are matched, (2) the matching rate for drivers, i.e., the fraction of drivers that are matched, (3) the matching

• トリップのODは，アトランタにおける計画ゾーン(TAZs: Travel Analysis 
Zones)を集計単位として採⽤．

• 市内は平均⾯積 4.1 平⽅マイルの合計229個のゾーンに分割された．
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TAZs内のmeeting points を 0, 1, 2, 4個の 4 つのシナリオで評価
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Table 2

Results for different numbers of meeting points and types of matches.

0 1 2 4 4∗ 4∗∗

System

Matching rate (%) 68.00 71.14 72.90 74.83 74.13 69.71

Mileage savings (%) 27.39 28.36 28.93 29.63 29.24 27.59

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 67.96 70.93 72.45 74.08 74.08 69.65

Trip time increase (%) 25.45 25.98 26.31 26.41 26.19 25.77

Riders

Matching rate (%) 68.11 71.43 73.43 75.65 74.26 69.84

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 19.27 22.74 26.54 16.43 16.42

Walk time (min:s) – 8:06 8:28 8:56 8:45 5:06

rate for riders, i.e., the fraction of riders that are matched, (4) the mileage savings, i.e., the relative mileage savings – system-
wide vehicle-miles savings as a fraction of system-wide vehicle-miles when all participants drive alone, (5) the driver trip time
increase, i.e., the average relative increase in the trip time of a driver – driver trip time increase as a fraction of original trip time,
(6) the rider trip time increase, i.e., the average relative increase in the trip time of a rider – rider trip time increase as a fraction of
original trip time, and (7) the walking time, i.e., the average walking time for a matched rider with a match that involves at least
one meeting point.

In our results tables, we report averages across the five instances. While there was some variability among the five instance,
the effects we were hoping to quantify proved stable across the five instances. Appendix C provides detailed information with
confidence intervals for the main results reported in Section 5.4.

5.4. Benefits of meeting points

As mentioned above, this research focuses on analyzing and quantifying the benefits of meeting points in a ride-sharing
system. In Table 2, we compare the solution for the base case setting without meeting points to the solutions for the base case
settings with 1, 2 and 4 meetings points per TAZ, averaged over 5 randomly generated instances. The different meeting point
densities represent the variation in the number of appropriate meeting points in different practical settings. To gain further
insight, we also report statistics for two additional settings: in the first setting (labeled 4∗), there are 4 meeting points per TAZ,
but only single rider–single driver matches are allowed, and in the second setting (labeled 4∗∗), there are 4 meeting points per
TAZ, but only rider–driver matches using the closest meeting point to a rider’s origin and destination are allowed. This reflects a
setting in which the riders specify a particular meeting point upfront.

We see that the introduction of meeting points results in a substantial increase in the number of participants matched (our
primary objective) as well as in the mileage savings (our secondary objective). The matching rate increases by 6.8% when there
are 4 meeting points per TAZ. The matching rate increase is slightly larger for riders than for drivers, because of matches involving
more than one rider. The average trip time for matched drivers increases less than 1% (from 25.45% to 26.41%), but, as expected,
the average trip time for matched riders increases noticeably, by slightly more than 12% (from 13.09% to 26.54%). This increase is
due to the walking that is required for certain riders to or/and from a meeting point; on average the total walking time is between
8 and 9 min, which corresponds to a distance of about 0.4 mi. Riders with a match involving a pickup meeting point need to plan
and execute their trips more carefully so as to ensure that they arrive at the meeting point in time. This may be considered an
inconvenience, but, on the other hand, the service level (in terms of the chance of being matched) improves significantly. The
results also suggest that most of the benefits can be achieved with single rider–single driver matches (4∗) and that it is essential
to consider all meeting points within range of a rider’s origin or destination (4∗∗).

The meeting points in the instances used in these experiments are drawn uniform randomly from a circle with radius 1.1 mi
around the center of a TAZ. To assess the impact of the choice of meeting points in the case when there are 4 meeting points
per TAZ, we performed the same experiments, but now with each of the 4 meeting points drawn uniform randomly from one
of the quadrants of the circle, i.e., ensuring that the 4 meeting points are geographically spread out. In these experiments, there
was a very slight increase in the observed matching rates. Because the differences were so small, we only use the original (more
conservative) instances in the remaining experiments.

Fig. 6 shows the number of single, double, and triple rider matches in the optimal solution for different numbers of meeting
points. We see that the number of participants in matches with two or three riders is quite small, 2.5% and 0.2%, respectively,
of the total number of matched participants when there are 4 meeting points per TAZ. This suggests that the primary benefit
of the introduction of meeting points is an increase in the number of single rider–single driver matching opportunities (rather
than being able to create multiple rider–single driver matches). However, to some extent, this result may be a consequence of
our choice of objective hierarchy: maximizing the number of matched participants followed by maximizing the mileage savings.
When the number of drivers and riders in the system is roughly the same (as in our base case instances), it is more desirable to
have single rider–single driver matches. That is, if it is possible to match two riders with the same driver, but it is also possible
to match the two riders with different drivers, then the latter option is preferred as it results in four matched participants while
the former results in only three matched participants.

全てのパラメータについて値が増⼤

システム効率は落とさず，
Rider 側の移動時間が
⼤幅に減少

single-rider / single-driver
が効率的か？
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Fig. 6. Number of single, double, and triple matches for different numbers of meeting points.

Fig. 7. Use of meeting points in matches for different numbers of meeting points.

Table 3

Characteristics of the matchings in the optimal solution in terms of their use of meeting points for

different numbers of meeting points.

0 1 2 4 4∗ 4∗∗

No meeting points used (%) 100.00 73.31 60.38 47.57 48.72 76.98

Higher mileage savings (%) – 23.26 35.13 47.77 47.45 20.17

Feasible because of meeting points (%) – 12.75 19.40 25.30 24.75 7.47

Detour became feasible (%) – 11.89 18.14 23.41 22.75 6.77

Time windows became feasible (%) – 1.58 2.17 3.20 3.23 0.84

Mileage savings became positive (%) – – – – – –

Next, we examine the use of meeting points in more detail. In Fig. 7, we show how many of the matches in the optimal
solution use two meeting points, only a pick-up meeting point, only a drop-off meeting point, or no meeting points at all. As
expected, the fraction of matches involving meeting points increases as the number of meeting points per TAZ increases. The
fact that the fraction of matches that use only a drop-off point is much larger than the fraction of matches that use only a pickup
point is a consequence of the fact that the instances represent trips during a morning commute with destinations mostly in the
center of Metro Atlanta, which has a higher concentration of TAZs (each covering a smaller geographic area) and consequently a
higher concentration of meeting points.

Table 3 provides further information regarding the matches in an optimal solution. Specifically, we report the fraction of
matches in the optimal solution that did not involve a meeting point, the fraction of matches in the optimal solution for which
the mileage savings are higher because of the use of meeting points, and the fraction of matches in the optimal solution that
would have been infeasible if it were not for the use of meeting points. For the latter set, we also identify the reason(s) that the
use of meeting points resulted in a feasible match, i.e., the driver detour would have been infeasible without the use of meeting
points, the participants’ time windows would have been incompatible without the use of meeting points, the distance savings
would have been negative without the use of meeting points. Note that a match can be counted in several categories, e.g., a match
that is feasible because of the use of meeting points, could have been detour infeasible and time window infeasible. Note that
all matches involving multiple riders are (by definition) feasible because of the use of meeting points and, for simplicity, all such
matches are considered to have resulted in higher mileage savings.

2 riders : 2.5%
3 riders : 0.2%

4 meeting points setting

Meeting pointsの主なメリットはsingle-rider 
/ single-driver のマッチング数増加になる

(Participants数の最⼤化が第⼀の⽬的関数であることも影響)
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Fig. 6. Number of single, double, and triple matches for different numbers of meeting points.

Fig. 7. Use of meeting points in matches for different numbers of meeting points.

Table 3

Characteristics of the matchings in the optimal solution in terms of their use of meeting points for

different numbers of meeting points.

0 1 2 4 4∗ 4∗∗

No meeting points used (%) 100.00 73.31 60.38 47.57 48.72 76.98

Higher mileage savings (%) – 23.26 35.13 47.77 47.45 20.17

Feasible because of meeting points (%) – 12.75 19.40 25.30 24.75 7.47

Detour became feasible (%) – 11.89 18.14 23.41 22.75 6.77

Time windows became feasible (%) – 1.58 2.17 3.20 3.23 0.84

Mileage savings became positive (%) – – – – – –

Next, we examine the use of meeting points in more detail. In Fig. 7, we show how many of the matches in the optimal
solution use two meeting points, only a pick-up meeting point, only a drop-off meeting point, or no meeting points at all. As
expected, the fraction of matches involving meeting points increases as the number of meeting points per TAZ increases. The
fact that the fraction of matches that use only a drop-off point is much larger than the fraction of matches that use only a pickup
point is a consequence of the fact that the instances represent trips during a morning commute with destinations mostly in the
center of Metro Atlanta, which has a higher concentration of TAZs (each covering a smaller geographic area) and consequently a
higher concentration of meeting points.

Table 3 provides further information regarding the matches in an optimal solution. Specifically, we report the fraction of
matches in the optimal solution that did not involve a meeting point, the fraction of matches in the optimal solution for which
the mileage savings are higher because of the use of meeting points, and the fraction of matches in the optimal solution that
would have been infeasible if it were not for the use of meeting points. For the latter set, we also identify the reason(s) that the
use of meeting points resulted in a feasible match, i.e., the driver detour would have been infeasible without the use of meeting
points, the participants’ time windows would have been incompatible without the use of meeting points, the distance savings
would have been negative without the use of meeting points. Note that a match can be counted in several categories, e.g., a match
that is feasible because of the use of meeting points, could have been detour infeasible and time window infeasible. Note that
all matches involving multiple riders are (by definition) feasible because of the use of meeting points and, for simplicity, all such
matches are considered to have resulted in higher mileage savings.

Meeting pointsは，
Drop-off point onlyの⽅が
Pick-up point only より
利⽤される頻度が⾼い．

午前中のデータを利⽤したので，ゾー
ン⾯積の狭い中⼼部 (= meeting point
の密度が⾼い地域)が⽬的地だったため
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ゾーン内のmeeting points の⽴地はランダムに設定
4*) single-rider / single-driver に限定
4**) meeting points の選択を，rider のODの最近傍に限定．
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Fig. 6. Number of single, double, and triple matches for different numbers of meeting points.

Fig. 7. Use of meeting points in matches for different numbers of meeting points.

Table 3

Characteristics of the matchings in the optimal solution in terms of their use of meeting points for

different numbers of meeting points.

0 1 2 4 4∗ 4∗∗

No meeting points used (%) 100.00 73.31 60.38 47.57 48.72 76.98

Higher mileage savings (%) – 23.26 35.13 47.77 47.45 20.17

Feasible because of meeting points (%) – 12.75 19.40 25.30 24.75 7.47

Detour became feasible (%) – 11.89 18.14 23.41 22.75 6.77

Time windows became feasible (%) – 1.58 2.17 3.20 3.23 0.84

Mileage savings became positive (%) – – – – – –

Next, we examine the use of meeting points in more detail. In Fig. 7, we show how many of the matches in the optimal
solution use two meeting points, only a pick-up meeting point, only a drop-off meeting point, or no meeting points at all. As
expected, the fraction of matches involving meeting points increases as the number of meeting points per TAZ increases. The
fact that the fraction of matches that use only a drop-off point is much larger than the fraction of matches that use only a pickup
point is a consequence of the fact that the instances represent trips during a morning commute with destinations mostly in the
center of Metro Atlanta, which has a higher concentration of TAZs (each covering a smaller geographic area) and consequently a
higher concentration of meeting points.

Table 3 provides further information regarding the matches in an optimal solution. Specifically, we report the fraction of
matches in the optimal solution that did not involve a meeting point, the fraction of matches in the optimal solution for which
the mileage savings are higher because of the use of meeting points, and the fraction of matches in the optimal solution that
would have been infeasible if it were not for the use of meeting points. For the latter set, we also identify the reason(s) that the
use of meeting points resulted in a feasible match, i.e., the driver detour would have been infeasible without the use of meeting
points, the participants’ time windows would have been incompatible without the use of meeting points, the distance savings
would have been negative without the use of meeting points. Note that a match can be counted in several categories, e.g., a match
that is feasible because of the use of meeting points, could have been detour infeasible and time window infeasible. Note that
all matches involving multiple riders are (by definition) feasible because of the use of meeting points and, for simplicity, all such
matches are considered to have resulted in higher mileage savings.

理由としては meeting points によって迂回が可能になったことが time windowよりも顕著
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meeting points の数ごとの実現可能なマッチング数への影響⽐較
TAZs内のmeeting points を 0, 1, 2, 4個の 4 つのシナリオで評価
ゾーン内のmeeting points の⽴地はランダムに設定
4*) single-rider / single-driver に限定
4**) meeting points の選択を，rider のODの最近傍に限定．
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Table 4

Analysis of the number of feasible matches for different numbers of meeting points.

0 1 2 4 4∗ 4∗∗

Single riders with feasible match 1290.6 1302.6 1308.4 1316.0 1316.0 1302.0

Number of single rider matches 20,253.0 22,940.6 24,297.0 25,836.0 25,836.0 21,565.0

Pairs of riders with feasible match – 9.8 28.6 53.4 – 0.6

Number of rider pair matches – 145.4 481.2 994.6 – 9.0

Triples of riders with feasible match – – 0.8 2.4 – –

Number of triple rider matches – – 10.8 28.6 – –

Table 5

Effects of driver time flexibility.

c f lex = 0.15 c f lex = 0.25 c f lex = 0.35

0 4 0 4 0 4

System

Matching rate (%) 56.68 64.96 68.00 74.83 75.41 82.11

Mileage savings (%) 23.70 26.65 27.39 29.63 29.23 30.89

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 56.66 64.27 67.96 74.08 75.36 81.19

Trip time increase (%) 19.35 20.66 25.45 26.41 30.65 32.31

Riders

Matching rate (%) 56.77 65.71 68.11 75.65 75.54 83.11

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 25.01 13.09 26.54 13.09 27.91

Walk time (min:s) – 8:52 – 8:56 – 9:08

We observe that when there are 4 meeting points per TAZ, the fraction of matches in the optimal solution that do not use
meeting points is a little less than 50% and the fraction of matchings that would have been infeasible without meeting points is a
little more than 25%. Furthermore, the use of meeting points makes matches feasible predominantly because it allows a smaller
detour for the driver (only in a few cases, it makes rider and driver time windows compatible).

The fact that the fraction of matches in the optimal solution that do not use meeting points is close to 50% suggests that a
more careful selection of meeting point locations may result in larger mileage savings. (Recall that meeting points have been
selected randomly within a TAZ in these instances.)

Finally, in Table 4, we take a look at the number of additional feasible matching options generated by the introduction of
meeting points. We show the number of riders (or pairs of riders or triples of riders) with at least one feasible match and the
total number of feasible matches. Without meeting points, approximately 90.6% of the riders have at least one feasible match.
With meeting points, this fraction increases to approximately 92.5%. We see too that as the number of meeting points increases,
the number of feasible matches grows steadily. There are about 27.5% more feasible matches for riders when there are 4 meeting
points per TAZ. Not surprisingly, the increases are even more pronounced for matches involving pairs and triples of riders. This
demonstrates that to increase the number of multi-rider matches, it will be critical to have a large number of carefully located
meeting points.

5.5. Impact of time flexibility

In this section, we study the impact of the time flexibility of the participants on the performance of the system and the benefits
of meeting points. We vary the time flexibility of the drivers, the time flexibility of the riders, and the flexibility in participants’
departure times.

In the base case, we consider a driver time flexibility of 25% of the original trip time (c f lex = 0.25). This time flexibility cflex

refers to the maximum extra trip time the drivers are willing to accept to serve one or more riders. Furthermore, all participants
are assumed to have 30 min of flexibility in their trip departure time. To assess the impact of the time flexibility on the perfor-
mance of a ride-sharing system, we evaluate the system performance when the time flexibility is lower, i.e., c f lex = 0.15, and
when the time flexibility is higher, i.e., c f lex = 0.35. We note that extra trip time for drivers (and extra trip time for riders) always
includes the service time incurred at a pick-up and a drop-off location. The results of these experiments are found in Table 5.

We see that the willingness of drivers to accept a larger extra trip time has a substantial effect on the matching rate and the
mileage savings. We also see that the negative impact of a decrease in time flexibility is larger than the positive impact of an
increase, which suggests that there will be diminishing returns from increasing time flexibility. We observe too that the benefit
of meeting points is negatively correlated with the time flexibility of the drivers. That is, the difference in participant matching
rates is highest for the most constrained case (8.28%) and smallest for the least constrained case (6.70%). This points to the fact
that meeting points are most valuable when drivers are reluctant to add extra time to their trip (e.g., on their way to work in the
morning).

In the next set of experiments, we vary the time flexibility of the riders. In particular, we vary the travel speed and the travel
range of the riders, i.e., the time it takes a rider to reach a meeting point and the distance a rider is willing to travel to reach

Meeting pointの導⼊により，
マッチング数について25%の増⼤
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flexibility の影響評価

𝑇" = 𝑡8'%' +min(4 + 𝑐9.06 W 𝑡8'%' , 20)
として⾞両⾛⾏時間にflexibilityを導⼊
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Table 6

Effects of rider time flexibility.

Travel speed to meeting point – Low High

Maximum distance to meeting point (mi) – 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75

System

Matching rate (%) 68.00 74.83 79.84 76.17 83.84

Mileage savings (%) 27.39 29.63 31.32 30.01 32.14

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 67.96 74.08 77.72 75.14 81.5

Trip time increase (%) 25.45 26.41 28.02 26.85 27.33

Riders

Matching rate (%) 68.11 75.65 82.02 77.26 86.22

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 26.54 38.78 16.88 21.27

Trip time to/from meeting point (min:s) – 8:56 13:13 3:11 5:56

Trip distance to/from meeting point (mi) – 0.40 0.59 0.43 0.70

Table 7

Effects of flexibility in departure time.

20 min 30 min 40 min

0 4 0 4 0 4

System

Matching rate (%) 61.27 67.07 68.00 74.83 71.75 79.21

Mileage savings (%) 24.21 26.03 27.39 29.63 29.25 31.6

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 61.24 66.88 67.96 74.08 71.71 78.05

Trip time increase (%) 24.59 25.37 25.45 26.41 25.81 27.18

Riders

Matching rate (%) 61.37 67.33 68.11 75.65 71.86 80.43

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 23.92 13.09 26.54 13.09 27.95

Walk time (min:s) – 8:11 – 8:56 – 9:14

a meeting point. Such an increase may be possible if riders use other modes of transportation instead of walking to get to a
meeting point, e.g. using a (folding) bike, public transport, riding with a member of their household, etc. We increase the speed
from the speed of walking (4 ft/s) to the speed of a cyclist (12 ft/s), and we increase the allowable range for the meeting points
from 0.5 (base case) to 0.75 mi. Note that we maintain the assumption that the total travel time to and from a meeting point
cannot exceed the time spent in the shared ride. We report selected results for this experiment in Table 6.

We see that the willingness to consider more distant meeting points combined with the ability to get to a meeting point faster
than by walking can greatly increase system performance. The matching rates are much higher and also the number of feasible
double and triple matches increases significantly. It is important to observe that only increasing the walking range results in
improved system performance.

If we examine the structure of the optimal matchings in the most flexible scenario in more detail, we find that 74.47% of the
matches use meeting points, compared to 52.4% in the base case (see Fig. 7). Also, we find that 45.11% of these matches would be
detour-infeasible without the meeting points, compared to 23.41% in the base case (see Table 3).

These findings stress the importance of encouraging riders to consider more distant meeting points and of encouraging drivers
to accept longer detours. A ride-sharing service may investigate the benefits of incentive payments to riders and drivers that are
willing to be more flexible as a way to increase the matching rate and the mileage savings.

Finally, we perform an experiment in which we vary the flexibility in the departure time for all participants (30 min in base
case). We evaluate a scenario with lower flexibility (20 min) and a scenario with higher flexibility (40 min). The results are given
in Table 7.

Similar to the driver detour and rider walking time flexibility, we see that departure time flexibility has an important positive
effect on the observed matching rates. However, as with the driver flexibility, we see diminishing returns from increasing the
flexibility of the departure time. We also note that the benefits of meeting points are higher when participants are more flexible
in their departure times (as seen by the difference between the matching rates with and without meeting points). The reason for
this is that the meeting points create more matches that are detour-feasible while additional departure time flexibility creates
more matches that are time-feasible.

5.6. Effect of trip patterns and density

In this section, we study the effect of the number of participants in the system and their trip patterns on the system perfor-
mance. Table 8 gives an overview of the characteristics of the instances that we generated for this purpose. First, we consider a
setting with twice as many participants than in the base case (denoted by 2 : 2). We also consider a setting with twice as many
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Table 4

Analysis of the number of feasible matches for different numbers of meeting points.

0 1 2 4 4∗ 4∗∗

Single riders with feasible match 1290.6 1302.6 1308.4 1316.0 1316.0 1302.0

Number of single rider matches 20,253.0 22,940.6 24,297.0 25,836.0 25,836.0 21,565.0

Pairs of riders with feasible match – 9.8 28.6 53.4 – 0.6

Number of rider pair matches – 145.4 481.2 994.6 – 9.0

Triples of riders with feasible match – – 0.8 2.4 – –

Number of triple rider matches – – 10.8 28.6 – –

Table 5

Effects of driver time flexibility.

c f lex = 0.15 c f lex = 0.25 c f lex = 0.35

0 4 0 4 0 4

System

Matching rate (%) 56.68 64.96 68.00 74.83 75.41 82.11

Mileage savings (%) 23.70 26.65 27.39 29.63 29.23 30.89

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 56.66 64.27 67.96 74.08 75.36 81.19

Trip time increase (%) 19.35 20.66 25.45 26.41 30.65 32.31

Riders

Matching rate (%) 56.77 65.71 68.11 75.65 75.54 83.11

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 25.01 13.09 26.54 13.09 27.91

Walk time (min:s) – 8:52 – 8:56 – 9:08

We observe that when there are 4 meeting points per TAZ, the fraction of matches in the optimal solution that do not use
meeting points is a little less than 50% and the fraction of matchings that would have been infeasible without meeting points is a
little more than 25%. Furthermore, the use of meeting points makes matches feasible predominantly because it allows a smaller
detour for the driver (only in a few cases, it makes rider and driver time windows compatible).

The fact that the fraction of matches in the optimal solution that do not use meeting points is close to 50% suggests that a
more careful selection of meeting point locations may result in larger mileage savings. (Recall that meeting points have been
selected randomly within a TAZ in these instances.)

Finally, in Table 4, we take a look at the number of additional feasible matching options generated by the introduction of
meeting points. We show the number of riders (or pairs of riders or triples of riders) with at least one feasible match and the
total number of feasible matches. Without meeting points, approximately 90.6% of the riders have at least one feasible match.
With meeting points, this fraction increases to approximately 92.5%. We see too that as the number of meeting points increases,
the number of feasible matches grows steadily. There are about 27.5% more feasible matches for riders when there are 4 meeting
points per TAZ. Not surprisingly, the increases are even more pronounced for matches involving pairs and triples of riders. This
demonstrates that to increase the number of multi-rider matches, it will be critical to have a large number of carefully located
meeting points.

5.5. Impact of time flexibility

In this section, we study the impact of the time flexibility of the participants on the performance of the system and the benefits
of meeting points. We vary the time flexibility of the drivers, the time flexibility of the riders, and the flexibility in participants’
departure times.

In the base case, we consider a driver time flexibility of 25% of the original trip time (c f lex = 0.25). This time flexibility cflex

refers to the maximum extra trip time the drivers are willing to accept to serve one or more riders. Furthermore, all participants
are assumed to have 30 min of flexibility in their trip departure time. To assess the impact of the time flexibility on the perfor-
mance of a ride-sharing system, we evaluate the system performance when the time flexibility is lower, i.e., c f lex = 0.15, and
when the time flexibility is higher, i.e., c f lex = 0.35. We note that extra trip time for drivers (and extra trip time for riders) always
includes the service time incurred at a pick-up and a drop-off location. The results of these experiments are found in Table 5.

We see that the willingness of drivers to accept a larger extra trip time has a substantial effect on the matching rate and the
mileage savings. We also see that the negative impact of a decrease in time flexibility is larger than the positive impact of an
increase, which suggests that there will be diminishing returns from increasing time flexibility. We observe too that the benefit
of meeting points is negatively correlated with the time flexibility of the drivers. That is, the difference in participant matching
rates is highest for the most constrained case (8.28%) and smallest for the least constrained case (6.70%). This points to the fact
that meeting points are most valuable when drivers are reluctant to add extra time to their trip (e.g., on their way to work in the
morning).

In the next set of experiments, we vary the time flexibility of the riders. In particular, we vary the travel speed and the travel
range of the riders, i.e., the time it takes a rider to reach a meeting point and the distance a rider is willing to travel to reach

driver がより⻑時間の移動を受け⼊
れることで，マッチング効率に⼤き
な影響を与えている

• Meeting pointへのアクセス⼿段を徒歩
(4ft/s)からcycle(12ft/s)に変化させる

• 𝑚#を増減させる

rider 側での flexibility 操作も
driver 側の操作と同等にマッチング
率に影響を与える

driver rider
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Table 6

Effects of rider time flexibility.

Travel speed to meeting point – Low High

Maximum distance to meeting point (mi) – 0.5 0.75 0.5 0.75

System

Matching rate (%) 68.00 74.83 79.84 76.17 83.84

Mileage savings (%) 27.39 29.63 31.32 30.01 32.14

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 67.96 74.08 77.72 75.14 81.5

Trip time increase (%) 25.45 26.41 28.02 26.85 27.33

Riders

Matching rate (%) 68.11 75.65 82.02 77.26 86.22

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 26.54 38.78 16.88 21.27

Trip time to/from meeting point (min:s) – 8:56 13:13 3:11 5:56

Trip distance to/from meeting point (mi) – 0.40 0.59 0.43 0.70

Table 7

Effects of flexibility in departure time.

20 min 30 min 40 min

0 4 0 4 0 4

System

Matching rate (%) 61.27 67.07 68.00 74.83 71.75 79.21

Mileage savings (%) 24.21 26.03 27.39 29.63 29.25 31.6

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 61.24 66.88 67.96 74.08 71.71 78.05

Trip time increase (%) 24.59 25.37 25.45 26.41 25.81 27.18

Riders

Matching rate (%) 61.37 67.33 68.11 75.65 71.86 80.43

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 23.92 13.09 26.54 13.09 27.95

Walk time (min:s) – 8:11 – 8:56 – 9:14

a meeting point. Such an increase may be possible if riders use other modes of transportation instead of walking to get to a
meeting point, e.g. using a (folding) bike, public transport, riding with a member of their household, etc. We increase the speed
from the speed of walking (4 ft/s) to the speed of a cyclist (12 ft/s), and we increase the allowable range for the meeting points
from 0.5 (base case) to 0.75 mi. Note that we maintain the assumption that the total travel time to and from a meeting point
cannot exceed the time spent in the shared ride. We report selected results for this experiment in Table 6.

We see that the willingness to consider more distant meeting points combined with the ability to get to a meeting point faster
than by walking can greatly increase system performance. The matching rates are much higher and also the number of feasible
double and triple matches increases significantly. It is important to observe that only increasing the walking range results in
improved system performance.

If we examine the structure of the optimal matchings in the most flexible scenario in more detail, we find that 74.47% of the
matches use meeting points, compared to 52.4% in the base case (see Fig. 7). Also, we find that 45.11% of these matches would be
detour-infeasible without the meeting points, compared to 23.41% in the base case (see Table 3).

These findings stress the importance of encouraging riders to consider more distant meeting points and of encouraging drivers
to accept longer detours. A ride-sharing service may investigate the benefits of incentive payments to riders and drivers that are
willing to be more flexible as a way to increase the matching rate and the mileage savings.

Finally, we perform an experiment in which we vary the flexibility in the departure time for all participants (30 min in base
case). We evaluate a scenario with lower flexibility (20 min) and a scenario with higher flexibility (40 min). The results are given
in Table 7.

Similar to the driver detour and rider walking time flexibility, we see that departure time flexibility has an important positive
effect on the observed matching rates. However, as with the driver flexibility, we see diminishing returns from increasing the
flexibility of the departure time. We also note that the benefits of meeting points are higher when participants are more flexible
in their departure times (as seen by the difference between the matching rates with and without meeting points). The reason for
this is that the meeting points create more matches that are detour-feasible while additional departure time flexibility creates
more matches that are time-feasible.

5.6. Effect of trip patterns and density

In this section, we study the effect of the number of participants in the system and their trip patterns on the system perfor-
mance. Table 8 gives an overview of the characteristics of the instances that we generated for this purpose. First, we consider a
setting with twice as many participants than in the base case (denoted by 2 : 2). We also consider a setting with twice as many

全てのマッチング参加者について，30分に設定されている出発時間の
flexibilityを変化させる．

出発時間のflexibilityが⼤きいほど，
meeting pointsによるシステムへの貢献が⼤きくなっている．
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トリップ密度・トリップパターンによる変化
Corridor…南北に⾛る狭い⻑⽅形のゾーンとした回廊地帯からトリップを
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Table 8

Characteristics of instances with different trip patterns and densities.

Drivers : riders

1: 1 2: 2 1: 2 2: 1 1: 1c

Trip pattern Default Default Default Default Corridor

Avg. number of participants 2849.4 5578.6 4272.4 4272.4 2594.4

Avg. number of drivers 1425.8 2777.8 1425.8 2845.2 1295.4

Avg. number of riders 1423.6 2800.8 2846.6 1427.2 1299.0

Avg. trip distance for driver (mi) 7.58 7.60 7.58 7.59 9.36

Avg. trip distance for rider (mi) 7.64 7.62 7.64 7.68 9.35

Avg. trip duration for driver (min) 30.34 30.39 30.34 30.38 37.43

Avg. trip duration for rider (min) 30.56 30.47 30.56 30.70 37.38

Table 9

Effects of trip patterns and density.

Drivers : riders

1: 1 2: 2 1: 2 2: 1 1: 1c

0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4

System

Matching rate (%) 68.00 74.83 75.02 82.91 52.40 59.75 61.34 62.69 72.16 78.26

Mileage savings (%) 27.39 29.63 31.06 33.65 21.83 25.42 26.39 27.11 31.35 33.26

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 67.96 74.08 75.34 81.57 78.49 84.22 46.07 47.09 72.31 77.51

Trip time increase (%) 25.45 26.41 25.75 27.43 25.45 26.13 20.13 19.40 22.56 23.46

Riders

Matching rate (%) 68.11 75.65 74.73 84.26 39.35 47.52 91.87 93.88 72.23 79.21

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 26.54 13.13 28.16 13.09 29.22 13.09 19.12 10.70 21.54

Walk time (min:s) – 8:56 – 9:19 – 9:41 – 7:50 – 9:00

riders but the same number of drivers as in the base case (denoted by 1 : 2). This represents an environment in which the pool
of ride-share participants is skewed toward the riders, who have more to gain from participating. For completeness sake, we
also consider the opposite case: a setting with twice as many drivers as there are riders (denoted by 2 : 1). To study the effect
of a different trip patterns, we create a set of instances in which participants travel along a narrow South-North corridor in the
Atlanta region. While in the base case (denoted by default) the area is shaped like a square with trips originating in suburban
areas and heading towards the urban center, the corridor instances represent trips that occur in a narrow rectangle. To allow for a
fair comparison, the geographic area covered in the five corridor instances is roughly the same as in the base case, and, similarly,
the number of trips, TAZ locations, and meeting points is roughly the same as in the base case (this setting is denoted by 1 : 1c).
Table 9 presents the results for the different experiments.

As expected, we see that the matching rate increases with the number of participants. More surprising is the fact that the
relative advantage of the use of meeting points in terms of the overall matching rate also seems to increase slightly with the
density. A potential explanation for this is that opportunities for matches with multiple riders increase.

With twice as many riders than drivers in the system, we see that 47.52% of the riders are matched, which is almost best
possible (50%) if we ignore the possibility of double and triple matches. The number of double and triple matches has increased
compared to the base case, but it is still relatively small. A more careful choice of meeting points may result in an increase
of the number of double and triple matches, but it is more likely that an increase in both rider and driver time flexibility is
needed.

Maybe as expected, in the setting with twice as many drivers as riders, the introduction of meeting points has only a small
impact on the matching rate. The matching rate is already very high without meeting points. With the introduction of meeting
points, the share of riders that are in at least one feasible match increases from 94.83% to 95.78%, while the matching rate for
riders increases from 91.87% to 93.88%. Note, though, that this is the one setting in which the trip time increase for drivers
decreases with the introduction of meeting points (from 20.13% to 19.40%).

For the corridor instances, we see that both the matching rate and the mileage savings are approximately 4% higher than for
the default instances, and that the benefits of the meeting points are similar. The same holds for the trip time increase for drivers
and the walking distance for riders.

6. Concluding remarks

In this study, we have shown that the introduction of meeting points in a ride-sharing system can substantially improve
a number of critical performance metrics, i.e., percentage of matched riders, percentage of matched participants, and mileage
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トリップ密度・トリップパターンによる変化

マッチング効率は向上したが，
総⾛⾏距離減分については落ち込んだ
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Table 8

Characteristics of instances with different trip patterns and densities.

Drivers : riders

1: 1 2: 2 1: 2 2: 1 1: 1c

Trip pattern Default Default Default Default Corridor

Avg. number of participants 2849.4 5578.6 4272.4 4272.4 2594.4

Avg. number of drivers 1425.8 2777.8 1425.8 2845.2 1295.4

Avg. number of riders 1423.6 2800.8 2846.6 1427.2 1299.0

Avg. trip distance for driver (mi) 7.58 7.60 7.58 7.59 9.36

Avg. trip distance for rider (mi) 7.64 7.62 7.64 7.68 9.35

Avg. trip duration for driver (min) 30.34 30.39 30.34 30.38 37.43

Avg. trip duration for rider (min) 30.56 30.47 30.56 30.70 37.38

Table 9

Effects of trip patterns and density.

Drivers : riders

1: 1 2: 2 1: 2 2: 1 1: 1c

0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4

System

Matching rate (%) 68.00 74.83 75.02 82.91 52.40 59.75 61.34 62.69 72.16 78.26

Mileage savings (%) 27.39 29.63 31.06 33.65 21.83 25.42 26.39 27.11 31.35 33.26

Drivers

Matching rate (%) 67.96 74.08 75.34 81.57 78.49 84.22 46.07 47.09 72.31 77.51

Trip time increase (%) 25.45 26.41 25.75 27.43 25.45 26.13 20.13 19.40 22.56 23.46

Riders

Matching rate (%) 68.11 75.65 74.73 84.26 39.35 47.52 91.87 93.88 72.23 79.21

Trip time increase (%) 13.09 26.54 13.13 28.16 13.09 29.22 13.09 19.12 10.70 21.54

Walk time (min:s) – 8:56 – 9:19 – 9:41 – 7:50 – 9:00

riders but the same number of drivers as in the base case (denoted by 1 : 2). This represents an environment in which the pool
of ride-share participants is skewed toward the riders, who have more to gain from participating. For completeness sake, we
also consider the opposite case: a setting with twice as many drivers as there are riders (denoted by 2 : 1). To study the effect
of a different trip patterns, we create a set of instances in which participants travel along a narrow South-North corridor in the
Atlanta region. While in the base case (denoted by default) the area is shaped like a square with trips originating in suburban
areas and heading towards the urban center, the corridor instances represent trips that occur in a narrow rectangle. To allow for a
fair comparison, the geographic area covered in the five corridor instances is roughly the same as in the base case, and, similarly,
the number of trips, TAZ locations, and meeting points is roughly the same as in the base case (this setting is denoted by 1 : 1c).
Table 9 presents the results for the different experiments.

As expected, we see that the matching rate increases with the number of participants. More surprising is the fact that the
relative advantage of the use of meeting points in terms of the overall matching rate also seems to increase slightly with the
density. A potential explanation for this is that opportunities for matches with multiple riders increase.

With twice as many riders than drivers in the system, we see that 47.52% of the riders are matched, which is almost best
possible (50%) if we ignore the possibility of double and triple matches. The number of double and triple matches has increased
compared to the base case, but it is still relatively small. A more careful choice of meeting points may result in an increase
of the number of double and triple matches, but it is more likely that an increase in both rider and driver time flexibility is
needed.

Maybe as expected, in the setting with twice as many drivers as riders, the introduction of meeting points has only a small
impact on the matching rate. The matching rate is already very high without meeting points. With the introduction of meeting
points, the share of riders that are in at least one feasible match increases from 94.83% to 95.78%, while the matching rate for
riders increases from 91.87% to 93.88%. Note, though, that this is the one setting in which the trip time increase for drivers
decreases with the introduction of meeting points (from 20.13% to 19.40%).

For the corridor instances, we see that both the matching rate and the mileage savings are approximately 4% higher than for
the default instances, and that the benefits of the meeting points are similar. The same holds for the trip time increase for drivers
and the walking distance for riders.

6. Concluding remarks

In this study, we have shown that the introduction of meeting points in a ride-sharing system can substantially improve
a number of critical performance metrics, i.e., percentage of matched riders, percentage of matched participants, and mileage

参加者数に偏りがある場合，meeting 
pointsはほとんどシステム効率に貢献し
ていない

Flexibilityを増⼤させた時と同等程度に
システム効率が向上
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本論⽂で得られた知⾒

• meeting points の導⼊によって，マッチング効率の向上・総⾛⾏
距離の減少が⾒られる．マッチング参加者のflexibilityが⾼ければ，
マッチング⼈数が倍加した時と変わらないシステム性能が⾒られ
た．

• single-driver, multiple-ridersのシステムにおいてのアルゴリズム
において，meeting points を明⽰的に扱わずに実⾏可能マッチン
グの存在判定を⾏なう，計算量を抑えたアルゴリズムを⽰した．

Further Research Topics

• マルチモーダルな移動を扱うライドシェア問題の定式化・評価
• マッチングの参加者に対するインセンティブ設計の⽅法論
• 観測データに基づくmeeting pointsとのシステム効率の⽐較


